
 
  

I N the rust belt of western Pennsylvania, the 
German invasion of Poland in late 1939, 
followed immediately by the declaration of 

war against Germany by England and France 
signaled the crush of young men into the 
military recruitment centers in every small town.  
A few were taken into the service immediately, 
but most were sent back home to wait for the 
letter that accepted them.  During the first half of 
1940, though, the war in Europe had dropped in 
intensity and most of the “recruits in waiting” 
lost patience and took jobs, which suddenly were 
plentiful, making the 1930s look like a bad 
dream finally over. My cousin, Fred Way III, 
along with two or three of his high-school pals, 
were among the crowd of enlistees who were 
waiting for the call to duty.  When our 
grandmother heard Fred was enlisting, back in 
late 1941, she bought him a small radio she 
thought he could use to brighten up camp life 
while he was in military training, but he gave the 
radio back to her, explaining that the military 
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would supply him with all the radios he could 
use.  Actually, he was afraid that if and when he 
ever went to camp, his compatriots would 
consider his compact white plastic Stewart-
Warner “Campus” radio a bit ladylike. (This is 
the radio I later converted to operate on 32 
volts d-c on our farm.) [1] 
 

(Continued on page 3) 

KEEPING UP MORALE IN THE SERVICES 
BY ED LYON 

 
The Zenith Trans-Ocean Clipper radio, Model 7G605, was manufactured only from January to about 
the first of May of 1942, having been designed for the Christmas 1941 “radio season.”  But the war ru-
ined the plan for mass production, and war-related orders forced the stoppage of manufacture after less 
than 40,000 were made.  They were discounted to military members, becoming Morale Radios. 

The Zenith Trans-Ocean “Clipper,” Model 7G605 
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Fred did, by the spring of 1942, get his invitation 
to go to boot camp, and his letters home 
indicated he was listening to music in off hours 
with his new Zenith “Clipper” radio, one of the 
very early Trans-Oceanic models sold at discount 
prices to soldiers and sailors in the early days of 
the war.  He had to bring the radio back home on 
his pre-deployment leave, however, since the 
soldiers were not allowed to bring radios aboard 
troopship on the trip to England.  So his younger 
brother used the Zenith for his stay on the 
Eastern Shore of Maryland during the war, 
probably listening to Baltimore stations.  That 
model Zenith, the 7G605, was one of the few 
“Morale Radios” made before the war, intended 
for direct sale to military members, and not 
contracted-for by the military procurement 
offices.  Many of this model radio were bought 
and used at USO clubs and military camps and 
forts, for recreational use by the troops.  This was 
a good set, having both the AM broadcast band 
and a series of band-spread international 
broadcast bands as well, like the later 
TransOceanics. 
 
As the war ended, one radio in the TransOceanic 
series, derived from the H-500 model, was 
bought under military contract and was given the 
nomenclature R-520/URR, mainly for the US 
occupation troops in Europe and in the Pacific. 
This model was given a coat of moisture and 
fungus-repelling varnish which was supposed to 
help it cope with the humid and hot weather in 
many locations, but many of these radios had the 
coating removed from most of the circuitry to 
facilitate repairs, especially in places like Europe 
where the weather was not too unlike that 
‘stateside.  The TransOceanic was a truly fine 
radio from a coverage viewpoint.  It covered the 
550-1650 kHz U.S. AM broadcast band, which 
was almost universally used for local and 
networked domestic broadcasting all over the 
world, with but minor variations in upper or 
lower band limits.  But, in addition, the T-O also 
covered all the then-used international broadcast 
bands in the HF region, and did it in 
“bandspread”  This meant that the span of a 
given international broadcast band, say, the 14.8-

(Continued from page 1) 

to-15.6 MHz (19-meter) band, was spread all the 
way across the radio’s slide-rule dial, making 
tuning-in and separating the many available 
stations rather easy.  Compare this with any 
standard household receiver of the day, that 
likely covered its entire 5 MHz to 18 MHz 
“shortwave” band in a half turn of the tuning 
knob.  The T-O also allowed general HF 
coverage from 2MHz to 4 MHz and from 4 MHz 
to 8 MHz in two separate bands allowing 
listeners to monitor weather, aeronautical, and 
some amateur bands.  Its main disadvantage was 
its fragility and lack of being “soldier-proof” or 
“sailor-proof.”  But most T-Os were bought by 
individual servicemen (at discounts relative to 
civilian purchase).  Only after the R-520/URR 
was purchased by the government were the T-Os 
recognized by the authorities as legitimate 

The Zenith T-O with military designation R-520/
URR that was raffled off at RadioActivity 2017. 
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ruggedized outer cases, both to protect the radio 
inside and to keep hands away from the inner 
circuits, which carried deadly voltages.  The 
metal-cased Minerva W117 Tropic-Master is a 
very common example of such a radio, made 
available in 1945, not built to military standards, 
but definitely rugged and looking all-business..   
 
The Tropic Master does not adapt well to foreign 
power-line voltages, though, without some 
rewiring.  It does have plenty of tubes (8, count 
‘em, 8) to allow varying the  types to help adapt 
to other voltages, but such rework needs   Most 
of the Tropic Masters sold by PX stores in 1945 
came wired with push-pull 50L6 output tubes, 
but all the rest of the tubes were 6-volt or 25 
volts, in the case of the rectifier.  Since the 50L6s 
had 150-milliamp heaters and all the rest had 300 
milliamp  heaters, Minerva obviously wired the 
two 50L6s in parallel and then insert the pair into 
the series daisy-chain made of the rest of the 
heaters.   The Rider schematic for the original 
version (W117Early) has a string of errors, 
though, in this part of the schematic, showing the 
50L6s in series, and serious other power-line 
wiring mistakes.  Other versions of the radio use 
loctal type output tubes (50A5) and two 35Z5 
rectifiers, one of these replacing the 6SC7 audio 
phase inverter stage.  Some time after VE Day, 
Minerva was permitted to sell to the civilian 
market, and put the Tropic Master in the stores, 
this model having two 25L6 output tubes instead 

(Continued on page 5) 

morale sets, and many were bought and issued to 
recreational officers for use in hospitals, R&R 
facilities, Enlisted-, Non-Com-, and Officers’- 
Clubs and barracks.  In 1958, our combined Mess 
Hall and Club on Johnston Island AFB 
entertained the island’s 110 airmen and officers 
with two of these T-Os.  Only the magnetic loop 
antenna could be used, though, because of the 
24X7 operation of the island’s Coast Guard 
LORAN transmitter at the eastern end of the 
island, whose signal level caused sparks to be 
drawn from casual contact with the T-O’s whip 
antenna, if absent-mindedly raised. 
 
It has been suggested that the late-war and post-
war models, whether bought by individual 
servicemen or by government procurement 
agencies, were aimed at the soon-to-be 
occupation forces who would have to man forts 
and bases inside Europe and Japan as a sort of 
police force, and who would most need 
reminders of home, since many of these forces 
saw no essential use for their efforts after the 
fighting was over.  Prior to that time use of 
“morale-building” radio receivers must have 
been thought by the Pentagon to be a distraction 
to soldiers or sailors, possibly taking their mind 
off the main task – defeating a massive and smart 
enemy.  The promised (and by August 1945 
actual) end of the war was then imagined to be a 
period of helping Europe, Asia, and Oceania to 
rebuild, during which the military troops would 
have time on their hands.  The “cold war” soon 
changed that line of thinking, but the value of 
morale radios had, by that time been well 
established.  
 
Most of the morale radios were ac-dc sets, not 
entirely unlike the so-called All-American Five.  
Through the use of large voltage-dropping 
resistance elements inside the radio’s case, the 
applied voltage could be selected by rear-
mounted switch operation, or by changing the 
positions of wire jumpers on the rear panel or 
under it.  Some of these radios were not much 
more than repackaged civilian pre-war radios, 
with these added resistance elements and 
associated line-vo0ltage connections.  Most had 

(Continued from page 3) 

The Minerva Tropic Master Model W117, nicely 
restored, despite problems in Rider’s circuitry. 
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piped the output all over the ship.  This unit was 
the Model 6000-BAC, made by a low bidder 
from Chicago, it is believed.  It is a six-tube 
circuit with full TRF amplifier front end, made 
for a wire antenna, and probably for ashore duty 
personnel.  It operates on 117 V, a-c or d-c, and 
has a vibrator, vibrator power transformer, and 
0Z4 tube on the chassis, so it could be operated 
from a vehicle battery. 
 
Other countries’ military services also issued 
morale radios.  In England they were called 
welfare sets, and one of the most plentiful series 
came from the Philco plant in London.  The 
Philco Model BP-412 had been procured for 
Army use, but found itself in the “Welfare” role 
as well, in officer’s clubs and barracks.  It was 
battery-operated, such that both A and B batteries 
were packed in a unit, supplying 150 volts  (B) 
and 3 volts (A).  The original purpose for the set 
was for use in invasion operations to carry 
general information (e.g., air raid warnings) to 
temporarily established headquarters tents and 
buildings. The rear part of this radio’s wooden 
cabinet carried the familiar Philco low-
impedance loop antenna (called a “frame aerial” 
in the UK) which provided a degree of 
directionality which came in handy in nulling out 
jamming or spark plug static.  A somewhat 
heavier British Army set was the Philco BV-611 
(and -612)  first used in 1941-42.  These radios 

(Continued on page 6) 

of the original 50L6s.  These 25L6s were, of 
course, wired in series.  In the original scheme, 
with the 50L6 tube heaters in parallel, and then 
the pair wired in series with the rest of the tubes, 
the failure of one 50L6 heater would immediately 
overheat the second 50L6 heater and blow that 
tube. 
 
 Another fairly common model, but purchased 
not by individual servicemen, but through the 
military procurement process in 1945, was the R-
100/URR.  It was built by several manufacturers 
including Zenith and Espey.  These radios were 
most popular in Europe, where the civilian 
population  adopted them, since they tuned the 
local AM band as well as international short-
wave bands, and they could be switched to work 
on almost any local powerline voltage.  
 
Servicemen who knew something about DX 
radio listening, however, opted for the 
TransOceanic, if they could afford it, or the less 
expensive Echophone EC-1.  This was a fairly 
rugged set that had a basic All-American Five 
superhet foundation, but had three bands and an 
added 12J5 tube that could be switched in as a 
BFO for listening to Morse code signals.  In 
addition, the high frequency shortwave band was 
equipped with a knob-adjusted trimmer capacitor 
that was labeled “Bandspread.”  It was useful in 
separating closely packed shortwave stations.  
Like the Templetone described above, the EC-1 
needed a wire antenna and offered a ground 
terminal in the event the power source was not 
well grounded, such as when powered by a PE-
75 camp generator.  As delivered, the EC-1 
worked only on 110-120-Va-c power sources, but 
Gis were good at fashioning lamp boards to 
absorb the extra voltage in European settings.  
The EC-1 might have been the inspiration for 
Hallicrafters post-war S-38 beginner’s shortwave 
set. 
 
A rather hard-to-find morale radio was recently 
discussed in an article on the Ohio University 
web page.  It was made under Navy contract, but 
not for aboard ship, where they had long been 
using Scott non-radiating all-band receivers, and 

(Continued from page 4) 

The rarely-seen Navy 6000-BAC morale radio 
made by Industrial Tool and Die, Minneapolis. 
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different kind, and with different capabilities, 
than that for the Luftwaffe officers.  For the 
enlisted Luftwaffe troops, which included certain 
paratroopers, nearly all anti-aircraft artillerymen, 
many signals-intercept operators, as well as those 
actually working with aircraft and aircraft 
supporting functions, there was the very popular 
Koffer-funkempfänger, or “suitcase radio 
receiver,” originally made by Siemens as the 
model K-32GWB, but more than half of these 
radios were made by Nora Radio in Berlin, and 
were labeled K-62, but were virtually identical to 
the Siemens original.  The first impression one 
gets looking inside this very well made cabinet is 
that there’s an awful lot of wood in there.  The 
set was designed from the start to conserve on 
use of strategic materials, which were already in 
jeopardy in Germany after about mid-1942.  That 

(Continued on page 7) 

used octal tubes, but British types, except for the 
audio output tube (6V6) and rectifier tube (6X5), 
both in the GT envelopes.  The set ran off a 6-
volt auto battery, and used what appears to be a 
Mallory vibrator , as in a standard auto radio.  It 
resembles the BP-412 set when both are in their 
canvas covers, but the BV-611 and -612 are in 
metal cases inside the canvas cover.  Like most 
auto radios of the period, it had a full TRF 
amplifier stage ahead of the usual 4-tube 
superhet, and was  very sensitive when given a 
half-decent wire aerial to augment the loop or the 
fitted whip antenna.. 
 
But an odd British military effort to get another 
“welfare” set saw them issuing a request for 
quote to Templetone Radio in New London, 
Connecticut.  The result was the model BP2-A5, 
delivered in early 1945.   This is an olive-drab-
painted wood-cased set with a cover panel that is 
hinged at the top and when unlatched and  lifted 
exposes the front operating panel and speaker 
grill. This set uses a military-issue combined 
A+B (1.5 V and 90 V) battery pack, and the 
circuit is a respectable five-octal-tube superhet 
with a TRF amplifier stage.  It tunes the AM 
broadcast band and the usual 5-18 MHz 
shortwave coverage. A wire antenna and ground 
are connected to this set via two knurled screw-
type binding posts on the front panel under the 
speaker grill-holes. 
 
The German armed forces, though, or at least the 
Luftwaffe, had their own version of Morale 
Radios.  And the enlisted personnel had a 

(Continued from page 5) 

FOR THE RECORD 
 
The August 2017 meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held at the usual location, the Davidson-
ville Family Recreation Center in Davidsonville, MD, on 20 August, with Joe Colick presiding (in the absence 
of Eric Stenberg, President), and 43 members present.  A member of the Domi Sanchez Berlin, MD Artifacts 
Rescue Mission began the meeting with a description of the antennas that were rescued from the Berlin estate, 
and will be up for auction in October. Willie Sessoms’ Show-n-Tell session brought out only one example, a 
look at some of the highly unusual items often found in box lots of radio “junk.” These included a very strange 
rectifier tube and a radiation monitor found to be used on nuclear submarines by crewmembers, in a constant 
monitoring against excessive radiation exposure.  Domi Sanchez then presented short videos on his visit to the 
Michigan Club’s annual summertime meet, which brought out some ideas for improving our own RadioActivity 
meet next June.  The auction saw a large group of fine test equipment and other electronics pieces change 
hands. 

Model BP2-45 morale radio by Templetone, first 
ordered by the British in 1945. 
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was about the time this radio began to be used in 
quantity.  Prior to its availability, most Luftwaffe 
barracks’ entertainment came from freely-
distributed Volksempfängers, those cheap 
Bakelite two-tube and three-tube regenerative 
sets that were approved for the public. 
 
Problem was that many Luftwaffe bases were not 
inside Germany by this time, and were far from 
broadcasting facilities, so that the 
Volksempfängers were hard pressed to dig out the 
home news and music that the troops wanted to 
hear.  The K62 (or K-32) was a five-tube (four 
Stahlröhren and a glass-envelope rectifier) 
superhet that tuned three bands, and could be 
operated from power lines or its own batteries.  
When closed up for storage or transport, it 
resembled a sort of suitcase, being a gray fabric-
covered rectangular box, adorned with the 
Luftwaffe eagles on front and back, and with a 
substantial metal carrying handle on top.  Press a 
button on the top, and the front doors pop open, 
revealing the large slide-rule dial and four control 
knobs surrounding the dial.  On the dial scales 
are indicator marks labeled with the city that 
broadcast on those frequencies (or wavelengths).  
And, predictably, there were no markings 
for any city not in German (or German-
friendly neutral) hands art the time of 
manufacture of the radio. And, of course, 
cities were given the Germanized names, 
like Pressburg for Bratislava, in Slovakia. 
The three bands available for tuning are 
Shortwave, Medium-wave, and Long-
wave, allowing tuning essentially any 
broadcast in the eastern hemisphere. 
 
The back of the radio has two wing-nut 
type fasteners near the bottom, that when 
loosened allow the back to swing upward 
on a piano hinge along the top.  That’s 
when you see all the wood, not only the 
wood comprising the cabinet, but wood 
strips supporting the phenolic sheet used 
for a chassis. Although there are small 
steel angle brackets bracing many of the 
corners and mechanical junctions, and 
these are fastened with screws and nuts, there are 

Continued from page 6 

other connections made with phenolic tabs and 
tiny pins, sort of like a miniature timber-frame 
barn interior.  Most of the components are by 
Siemens, including large electrolytic capacitors 
below the chassis in the battery area.  The 
speaker is of the standard moving-coil type with 
a permanent magnet, and is about 4 inches in 
cone diameter, but much deeper than in American 
table radios of the period.  My particular 
example, a Nora-built K-32,  is probably brand 
new, since I purchased it at an estate auction in 

(Continued on page 10) 

The Luftwaffe Koffer-K62 made by Nora Radio in 
Berlin.  It is the same as the Siemens K32GWB. 

Nora K62 with back lifted up to form loop antenna.  Note phe-
nolic sheet chassis, metal tubes, and ceramic trimmer capaci-
tors. Speaker (bottom center) has anti-rodent screen  
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since childhood, is one of those suitcase types 
that plug into the wall receptacle for power, and 
play one record at a time - 3 speeds, 33.3-45-78, 
10-12 inch records.  They plugged it in and the 
turntable spins, but nothing but hum is heard; 
what should they do? 
Response: What model record player? 
Next  message: It’s a Steelman model 200, and 
the tubes light up when it is turned on. 
First miracle: I have that Sam’s folder,  meaning 
it is in the folder sets with numbers lower than 
100, and the Steelman phono is in set 23., from 
1947. 
Second miracle: the whole family is still whole. 
Next response: Don’t touch any metal part of the 
phono. Unplug it from the wall and take it to  an 
expert in old electronics, if you want an estimate 
on getting it fixed.  
 
The Steelman has a hot chassis (wired directly to 
one of the power line wires when the unit is 

(Tidbits Continued on page 9) 

American citizens have gotten used 
to doing mostly what they want to 
do, and that includes listening to 
whomever they like to hear, 
whether it is music, idle chatter, or 
profound orations about important 
subjects. We take for granted that if 
WTOP, for example announces that 
at 8:00 tomorrow evening, Dr. Iva 

Spasm will present a talk about the evils of Capi-
talism, most listeners will either take it all in, pay 
scant attention to the talk, or switch it off.  
Hardly anyone would expect the FCC to energize 
and direct jamming signals to WTOP’s listening 
area to prevent anyone hearing Dr. Spasm’s ora-
tion.  Yet, not 30 years ago, people in Eastern 
Europe had just such experiences on a daily ba-
sis.  And it wasn’t Dr. Spasm whose broadcast 
was covered by roaring, grinding, and wailing 
sounds, but the BBC or Radio Luxemburg, or 
Voice of America. 
 
A fellow who everyone thought spent many of 
his terminal years in semi retirement, instead 
worked feverishly developing methods by which 
ordinary Eastern European citizens, without 
much technical knowledge, could devise appara-
tus, largely of ordinary household materials, 
which could null out those jamming signals.  He 
was Dr. O. G. (Mike) Villard and the paper is the 
Final Report on Contract IA22092-23.  It is all 
written in this easy-to-understand report commis-
sioned by the US Information Agency’s Voice of 
America; address: 601 D Street, Room 10110, 
Patrick Henry Bldg., NW, Washington, DC 
20547, just in case anyone wants to try some of 
the techniques  he worked out to gain remarkable 
directivity for simple portable radios, and  direc-
tional nulling techniques for these radios. 
 
REPAIR/RESTORATION WOES, all via e-mail 
and phone calls: 
1. Co-worker has a daughter and grand-daughter 
who want to try to play records they have on an 
old phonograph, so her kids can listen to nursery 
rhymes and such.  The record player she’s had 

Tidbits 

SRI engineer testing one of Mike Villard’s jammer- 
(or interference-) nulling loops near a substation, 
where AM radio reception is normally impossible. 
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switched on), and the shielded wire that runs 
from the tone arm’s cartridge to the amplifier (a 
50L6 tube amplifier) touches the tone arm and is 
soldered to a chassis point.  The tone arm is a 
lethal weapon. And this is for kids to play with! 
 
This is no antique radio of value to anyone, and 
should not be “repaired”, but instead, be re-
placed.  The entire amplifier chassis can be 
stripped and re-used to anchor a tiny audio am-
plifier and a “wall-wart” power supply for the 
amplifier.  The volume control and its power 
switch can be retained, and the phono motor is 
fine, as well.  But the amplifier must go.  Inci-
dentally, when a new phono cartridge is installed 
(which is essential, as the old one has long ago 
dissolved itself in atmospheric moisture) the unit 
wouldn't work anyway, since they don’t make 
phono cartridges that produce 2 volts output like 
the original one once did.  
 
2. MAARC member has a radio that he cannot 
get to track, that is, when he gets the local oscil-
lator and RF circuit taligned to work at the high 
end of the dial, the set is dead at the low end, and 
vice versa.  Make/model: Midland model MSB 
superhet.  
 
Next e-mail: pictures and data from Rider and 
Sam’s. arrive as attachments; GOOD..  The radio 
uses variable inductance tuning instead of the 
more popular variable capacitor method.  The 
way variable inductance tuning works is that the 
ferrite slug that is pulled in and out of a solenoid 
coil is how the inductance is changed.  Then the 
process is done again, in synchronism for the 
second tuned circuit, namely the local oscilla-
tor’s tuned circuit.  Main problem with this 
scheme is that 90% of the frequency change 
takes place in the last 10% of the slug motion, 
making the tuning dial markings strangely 
spaced.  The Midland fix was to use two addi-
tional inductors for each of the two tuned cir-
cuits, one inductor to shunt the variable one , and 
one in series, and then they add a trimmer ca-
pacitor to help the tracking a little more.  
 

(Continued from page 8) When Midland coupled the antenna wire to the 
RF slug-tuned inductor, they had to incorporate a 
n impedance changing capacitive voltage divider, 
and then load this divider (lower its Q) so that 
variations in the antenna efficiency (such as any-
body near the receiver moving any part of his/her 
body), it not only affected the signal strength, but 
it detuned the RF stage.  So what appears to be a 
section of the usual AVC bus filter, a series resis-
tor and a bypass capacitor, are both of very un-
usual value, and are sensitive as to value, the R 
affecting the Q and the C affecting the tuning. 
 
The combination of poorly done repairs long ago 
and the clumsy way the designers coupled the 
two slug-pulling strings to work together made 
this “front end” a bit of a mess. To move the two 
slugs, they are strung to two arms of a lever that 
is raised by its wheel riding on a large cam oper-
ated by the tuning knob.  That’s what pulls the 
slugs upward and out of the coils.  What returns 
them are springs pulling the slugs back into the 
coils.  It is rumored that for Christmas presents 
the designer received over 150 copies of the in-
struction booklet “The Joy of Using Ganged 
Variable Condensers,” by Allen Cardwell, from 
irate Midland stockholders. 
 

The Midland tuning method: pulled in and out of 
coils by springs on strings, levers and a cam. 
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Pennsylvania back in the 1980s, in a group of six 
such radios, all in original boxes, which were 
tattered and disintegrating.  The estate was that of 
a WW2 veteran whose job in 1945 was as a 
screener, meaning  to sort out captured German 
equipment and arms, label it as to value to the 
Army (either able to be put to good use, 
dangerous if recaptured by the Germans, or 
useless and to be junked or sent home), and these 
radios, plus a cache of 12 or 13 new Luger 
pistols, were all tagged as useless toys, and were 

sent to his home in Pennsylvania.  At that same 
auction, I also bought six Morale Radios intended 
for Luftwaffe officers, in contrast to the Koffer – 
K32s, used by enlisted troops.  These officers’ 
sets were Telefunken Model 2B54GWK, new in 
boxes.  A few of these radios had good boxes, and 
so I sold them to other MAARC members at a 
slightly higher price than the others.  This radio is 
a four-tube superhet, with a slide-rule dial labeled 
much like the Nora or Siemens Koffer-radio 
above, except that the officers were permitted to 
have foreign cities listed on their tuning dial. The 
circuit is typical ac-dc, and nearly all the tubes, 
Stahlröhren types, had multiple sections, making 
it perform like a six-tube set.  The cabinet is 
black Bakelite, but it has a steel chassis and uses 
standard hardware and fastenings, with no special 
regard for the “strategic materials control” 
instituted in 1940 in Germany.  This model radio 
and several very much like it, one by Siemens 
and one by Blaupunkt, were considered 
interchangeble, and were all issued to various 

(Hallicrafters S-86 continued from page 7) 

Luftwaffe officers for their offices, presumably so 
they could demonstrate a level of civility to 
guests and visitors, laughing at the antics of Lord 
Haw-Haw over a glass of confiscated Burgundy. 
 
But the Morale Radio that caught my eye and 
spiked my curiosity was one I spied at a recent 
MAARC auction, which I was able to get after 
some spirited bidding, labeled with a military ID 
plate as R-583/URR, made by Jetronic Industries, 
Inc., Philadelphia.  Very little information is 
available on this company, but it appears they 
sold electronics  components during the 1960s 
and 1970s, and likely made this during the 1960s.  
It is an AM/FM monaural receiver, using an ac-dc 
9-tube hookup.  It isn’t hi-fi, by any stretch, with 
a single-ended audio tube and what appears to be 
a 35Z5 rectifier.  The rest of the tube complement 
and the natujre of the circuits will have to wait 
for a time when I.m not so busy.  Since I do not 
have many of the Sam’s Photofacts packs for the 
period after 1950,I do not know whether this set 
islisted there or not.  As delivered the radio is set 
to operate on a variety of inputt powerline 
voltages, including ours, those in Britain, and 
probably most of Europe.  The speaker is about 7 
or 8 inches in diameter, and so it should have 

(Continued on page 11) 

The 1960s morale radio R-853/URR, by Jetronic. 

A Telefunken 2B54GWK Luftwaffe officer’s radio. 
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sufficient bass to enrich the FM sound.  The AM 
band uses a standard loopstick antenna, and a 
wire or pair of wires is recommended for the FM 
antenna.  I wondered how the band was switched 
between AM and FM, since there appeared to be 
only two knobs on the front, either side of a long 
sliderule dial. Finally I noticed some fine writing 
on the outer part of one of the knobs, and it turns 
out that both knobs are actually concentric pairs 
of knobs, giving the operator four control 
functions, not two (they also gave the user a tone 
control).  
 
The R-583 must be the last model that would 
qualify as a purpose-built Morale Radio.  After 
the 1960s, solid-state electronics made rapid 
progress, and most service-persons by that time 
had access to very personal radios, especially for 
the medium-wavelength broadcast bands all over 
the globe.  Most of these were about the size of a 
pack of cigarettes, but some boasted multiple 
bands, and were book-sized, still small enough to 
fit in a back-pack.  At the same time the 
programming available on broadcast radio had 
narrowed, tending toward our present-day 
condition, often called narrow-casting, each 
station aiming its material at a particular part of 
the listening public. A second method of certain 

troops getting radio entertainment or diversion, of 
course was to divert the use of official military 
electronics to that purpose.  At many Navy and 
Air Force radio intercept stations all over the 
world operators in uniform could (and did) slip 
one of the HF receivers into the international 
broadcast bands and listen to all-night music, 
preachers, or propaganda, often logging the 
period as “NIL HRD - QRM” or “- Jamming.”   
On several occasions the channel-monitor 
receiver used at the USAF over-the-horizon radar 
station in Maine was found tuned to Radio 
Luxemburg all-night jazz programs instead of 
ensuring that clear-channel conditions existed on 
the radar’s scheduled operating frequencies.  
Today, most of the troops carry their personal 
“music”-making entertainment devices at all 
times, so that there is no need for any specific 
morale-remediation equipment such as a Minerva 
Tropic Master or Koffer-funkempfänger. 
 
End Notes: 
[1] See Radio Age, 42, 2, February 2017 for story 
about this episode. 
 
[2]  Dan Schoo has written a very fine article on 
his restoration of a Templetone BP2-45 in Antique 
Radio Classified’s web edition. 

Joe Sousa’s Restoration of a Carnival Giveaway Radio 
By Ed Lyon 

Back in 2008 or 2009, Joe Sousa sent me a batch of pictures showing the details of a little Kent fabric-covered ra-
dio he had picked up in the RadioActivity flea market, and then restored to what he imagined it looked like when 
new.  Kent radios of this type were frequently the ones used as prizes in carnivals and County Fairs all over the 
country, according to an old friend and co-worker of mine, Arnie Stein, who worked during summers during col-
lege in a carnival supply house in New York.  Joe’s text on how he went at each phase of the restoration is long 
lostin a defunct computer, but the photos Joe attached had , by some miracle, been downloaded to a CD-ROM, 
which I discovered recently.  So this piece is mainly photos.  Use you 

imagination to see the work in-
volved.  

Cont’d on page 14. 
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Ed’s HANDY HINTS and KINKS 
By Ed Lyon 

 
Several MAARC members recalled the day when 
Charlie Rhodes made some kind of subtle gaff in 
recommending the use of 1N4007 diodes as replace-
ments for practically all power-cord resistance ele-
ments and /or ballast tubes in the older ac-dc radios 
we collectors have.  He got corrected by a couple 
members whose math skills were quicker than Char-
lies, so he went home and devised a “far better” way 
to do away with defective and crispy power line re-
sistance cords and charred ballasts, and that was to 
use capacitors as replacements.  He gave us the math 
equations to use to compute the capacitor values 
needed, but they were mostly Greek (snort!), so the 
MAARC members who recalled Charlie also asked 
if I could make up a simple chart of capacitor val-
ues. 
  
Below is such a chart.  But first, why use capacitors 

in lieu of the resistors of old?  Answer: because ca-
pacitors, unlike resistance elements, do not produce 
heat, and capacitors have the same value at start-up 
as when in full operation.  Now for the chart.  This 
page shows the plot of capacitor values, in micro-
farads (vertical) versus the total tube voltage rating, 
in series. Here you just add up the tubes’ heater volt-
age ratings.  For a 25Z5, 25L6, 6A7, 6K7, and 6Q7 
radio, for example the voltages add to 69 volts 
(rounded to the nearest volt).  If the radio had no pilot 
lamp or even a single pilot lamp, the capacitor to use 
in place of the power cord resistance is 8 uFd, a-c 
rated at 250 volts.  This will not be an electrolytic 
capacitor, but a modern metallized film- type.  I 
picked some in various sizes the last hamfest I went 
to, maybe last March or April.  The pilot light will 
need special treatment.  For 300 mA tube strings, you 
should use a type 51 bulb (if the socket is bayonet 
type, or type 46 if the socket takes screw-in bulbs. 
Now you also have to add a shunt resistor across the 
bulb terminals to make the bulb last longer. 47 ohms, 
at 5 watts will run cool until the bulb does fail, after 
which it will run warmer, but not dangerously so. 

Cap 
uFd 

Voltage, V 
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You’ll be just fine. 

(Handy Hints & Kinks Continued from page 12 
 
For those more rare cases where there is a 150 mA 
tube string, like 35L6, 35Z5, 12 SA7, etc, etc., there 
is a similar chart on this page.  Difference here is that 
you would use type 47 bulbs practically all the time, 
but in a few radios, screw-type bulbs are called for, 
which means you use type 40 bulbs, and now, with all 
bulbs in 150 mA tube strings, you shunt the bulb ter-
minals with a 22 ohm, 2-watt resistor.  
 
.The actual capacitance velue is not really critical, but 
if you deviate from the plot values, you should use a 
slightly lower capacitance rather than be generous.  
Good news is that these capacitors do not heat up in 
operation, unlike resistors.  Let me emphasize that 
you should not use electrolytic capacitors here. They 
are way, way loose in value  and do not behave in a 
civil manner in a-c operation.  Some people use them 
in an opposing-polarity series chain, and claim suc-
cess, but the capacitance value is a very loose thing.  
Get the metallized-film type rated at 250 V a-c, and  

 
But Charlie’s stumble came when he suggested us-
ing 1N4007 diodes to replace resistors.  This is a 
dandy idea, and works fine for those who are 
cramped for space in the chassis.  But they need to 
be combined with a resistance, and seldom work out 
to be sufficient alone.  Best rule of thumb is this: 
The diode admits only one polarity of the a-c wave-
form.  Thus it removes power each opposing half 
cycle of the a-c input.  Best way to approximate 
how it behaves is to imagine the diode as removing 
35 volts’ worth of the incoming power-line voltage.  
So if your series string adds up to 69 volts as on the 
previous page example, and the power line is 120 
volts, adding the diode in series with the power line 
in effect removes 35 volts of the applied voltage.  
Now, effectively, 85 volts is now applied to the 
heater string. Since it needs 69 volts, we still have to 
dissipate (85 - 69), or 16 volts of a-c.  At 300 mA 
heater current that means we add, also in series, 
16/0.3, or 53.3 ohms (use 50 ohms), which will dis-
sipate 4.5 watts, so use a 10W resistor. 
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Kent evidently made a number of models that 
resemble this one.  Most have the same type 
fabric finish, and with handles on top, and most 
that we have seen are also TRF sets like this 
one. In addition, most have hot-wired chassis 
(connected to the power line when on and, dan-
gerously, also when off).  These were consid-
ered 8-dollar sets by the carnival supply com-
panies, and most winners used them for a 
while, perhaps until a tube burned out, and then 
threw them away, or chucked them into the at-
tic. 
 
Rider shows schematics of only two Kent mod-
els, neither of them like this particular one, me-
chanically, but fairly similar, electrically. 

 
  

Joe’s circuit-traced schematic of the Kent, necessitated because no published schematic was found. 
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Antique Radio Repair :   30 
years experience in repair of 
antique radios and tube equip-
ment.  Reasonable Rates.   Jay 
Forbes, 21128 Stonecrop Pl, 
Ashburn, VA, 20147. 703-729-
9432. Email: jfradio@aol.com; or 
web: www.jfradiorepair.com 
 
F o r  S a l e :  R C A / N i p p e r 
Maintenance mats, new old stock 
(probably 1980s), red vinyl, black 
cloth backing, 51 by 31 inches, 
1.3 lbs. Two Nipper (dog and 
Victrola) logos with words"RCA 
Replacement Parts" in white at 
top and bottom. Mats were 
intended for use by technicians 
repairing electronics in your 
home. Mint, folded in original 
stapled plastic bag, with insert 
printed "RCA Stock # 1F8084". 
Fine display table coverings. $43, 
or two for $78, postpaid in U.S. 
Email or phone for picture or 
more info.  Alan Diamant, 108 
Redwood Drive; Madison, AL 
35758; 256-325-4600, email: 
amdiamant@aol.com.  
 
 
For Sale: 
 Photocopies of DOD publication 
on tube tester Models I-177, I-
177A, I-177B, and socket adapter 
MX-949/U (the external plug-in 
unit for testing transmitting and 
other tubes with sockets not in 
the I-177). 20-page 8.5 x 11 
document contains instructions 
for these tube testers and the 
adapter, schematic and other info, 

and test data for many more tubes 
than are listed in the small book in 
the lid. $8 postpaid in U.S.A. All 
proceeds benefit the Museum. 
Check payable to NCRTV 
Museu m-- mai l  to  NCRTV 
Museum, PO Box 1809, Bowie, 
MD 20717. Or, order at ncrtv.org 
and pay via Pay Pal. 
 
 

Vintage Electronic Services: 
Specializing in vintage radios, test 
equipment, and audio.  
**  Elect r ica l  Repa ir  and 
Restoration  
** Component Rebuilding  
For more information, visit my 
w e b s i t e  a t  h t t p : / /
services.pixellany.com/  
Mark Herring, Annapolis, MD  
443-949-9785  
mark@pixellany.com 
 

Wanted: 
Geiger Counter aficionados – I would 
like to correspond w/ members 
interested in 40’s to 50's vintage 
Geiger Counters. I’ve managed to 
repair a couple of ‘em, including one 
made by HEATH, and would be 
pleased to discuss the trials and 
tribulations encountered. Please e-
mail, snail-mail or telephone! 
 
Stephen Imms  
6035 E. Pine Crest Ct, Cornville, AZ 
86325; 928 852 0881; Email 
steveimms@cableone.net 
 
For Sale:  Reproduction knobs 
and rubber parts for vintage/
antique radios. (Latest product: 
lever buttons and push-buttons 
for Belmont table radios) See 

www.RenovatedRadios.com to 
see the full selection of radio 
parts. Or call: (586) 876-9802 
(Leave message)  Ed Schutz 
b l a c k s m i t h @ 
RenovatedRadios.com 
 
WANTED: 
Radio Retailing magazines from 
1925-1929 desperately wanted. 
Cash paid. Any condition  
accepted. John Okolowicz, 716 
Alene Rd., Ambler, PA 19002. 
Email: john@grillecloth.com or  
phone: 215-542-1597. 
 
 

 Classified Ads 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 
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MAARC Your Calendar! 
Sun., Sept.17 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 

Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:00.  Display Table: <1950 Radio Batteries; 
Program:  Stuffing components, Dan Koczur. 

 

Sun., Oct. 15 MAARC’s RadioFallFest at the Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. 
Tailgating at 8:00 AM, auction at 12:00 noon.  Breakfast and 
lunch available by Boy Scouts of America 

 

Sun., Nov. 19 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:00.  Display Table: Day Fan radios  Program:  
Randy Warren on phono cartridges. 

Sun., Dec. 17 MAARC meeting at the Sully Station Community Center. 
See map on p.15. Tailgating at 11:30, meeting at 1:00.  
Display Table: Eico Kits; Program:  Ed Lyon discusses In-
home broadcasters. 

Sun., Jan 21 RadioWinterFest-2018 at National Electronics Museum.  
Large auction planned with several estates’ cherry-picked 
gems. Times and detail next month. 

Presort Standard 
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Permit  401 
Frederick, MD 
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